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Consumers are increasingly turning to PayPal, Alipay and other payment platforms

to transfer, borrow, save and store funds. Companies are also in on the digital action,

integrating blockchain intro their financial ecosystems. This disruption of the traditional

banking architecture has vast implications for central bankers as well. In this thoughtful

examination, economists Tobias Adrian and Tommaso Mancini-Griffoli take a deep dive into the

e-money sphere, highlighting why monetary officials need to play an important part in the shaping

of these new digital monies.

Take-Aways

• Digital payment services and platforms are rapidly proliferating.

• Digital money payments are both similar to and different from traditional bank instruments.

• Central banks remain the powerhouses of the global monetary system.

Summary

Digital payment services and platforms are rapidly proliferating.

A variety of digital fund platforms are contending to supplant traditional cash payments. But

individuals want stable value for their money above all other considerations. How the new scrips

will provide that reliability and fit into the banking sector poses many still unanswered questions.

“Alipay. Libra. M-Pesa. Paxos. Stablecoins. Swish. WeChat Pay. Zelle. All, and many
others, are increasingly in our wallets as consumers and on our minds as policy makers.”

Today, payments can occur via five discernible means: 1) the currencies managed by the

world’s central banks; 2) the “b-money” that banks issue; 3) cryptocurrencies based on

blockchains; 4) the electronic or “e-money” offered by fintechs for digital payments; and 5) “i-

money,” or investment money that is backed by portfolio reserves, like Facebook’s Libra. E-
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money has made inroads in payment transfer systems in a number of places, including Africa’s M-

Pesa and China’s WeChat Pay and Alipay.

Digital money payments are both similar to and different from traditional bank
instruments.

Understanding how money works highlights the similarities and differences between

traditional and digital payments. Typically, noncash transactions involve a buyer authorizing

a third-party financial institution to transfer money to a seller, and in that regard, e-money

transfers are similar to bank checks and debit cards. But banks and fintechs have important

differences. Governments uphold the solvency of banks and the stable redemption values of their

instruments. But only the private party offering the digital payment service supports e-money. The

trustworthiness of e-money and its strength of value depends on the issuer’s legal and managerial

practices.

“E-money may be more convenient as a means of payment, but questions arise on the
stability of its value.” 

Users must evaluate the “liquidity, default, market and foreign exchange rate” risks of digital

money, which for the moment, lacks the security that banking institutions and central banks

provide. E-money vendors need to take measures, such as holding government-backed assets and

limiting how much of their e-money is in circulation, to provide protections to their customers as

well as financial security for their enterprises.

Central banks remain the powerhouses of the global monetary system.

Around the world, central banks maintain jurisdiction over credit, reserves and liquidity. And

they hold regulatory sway over the system. But monetary authorities have options in dealing

with digital money. They can issue “central bank digital currency” (CBDC), or they can engage

with digital payment platforms in “synthetic CBDC,” whereby select e-money providers hold

reserves in central banks and accept some form of supervision. China’s central bank already has

such requirements on WeChat Pay and Alipay.
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